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Architect Profile

ANGUS MORROGH-RYAN, DE MATOS RYAN ARCHITECTS, TALKS TO JADE TILLEY ABOUT THE
BEAUTY OF REPURPOSING AND COMPARISONS IN UK AND US ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY

ANGUS MORROGH-RYAN IS THE CO-
DIRECTOR AT DE MATOS RYAN ARCHITECTS.

Qualifying as an architect in 1998, Angus has
worked with Tim Ronalds Architects as well
as lecturing at Cambridge University where
he himself studied alongside Co-Director
Jose Esteves De Matos. 
Since 1999, De Matos Ryan has completed a
wide range of projects that demonstrate an
expertise and enthusiasm for design. De
Matos Ryan creates simple, imaginative and
detailed modern environments incorporating
all disciplines from landscape to interiors.
The practice has developed a strong
reputation in delivering good quality
contemporary work within historic and often
culturally sensitive contexts.
Here, Angus offers up a brief history of his
path to becoming an architect, including time
studying in the US and UK and his
appreciation for the labourer who lays the
bricks in each and every project.

WHAT IS YOUR EARLIEST MEMORY 
OF DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE 
HAVING AN IMPACT ON YOU?
It was at school, around age eight or nine,
during art class, everyone was drawing but I
was the only one drawing buildings, I was
inherently attracted to them. My mother was
a curator and archivist for a museum and my
father a chartered surveyor, so I credit my
parents with my fascination of the built world.
I wouldn’t say it was genetic but their work
influenced the way I viewed buildings and the
way they are designed. Luckily, my art
teacher encouraged me to carry on drawing
and from then on I was always doing it. I
decided very early on to be an architect.
There were no questions over my decisions
and I didn’t really waver in my ideas about it;
my path was pretty clear. I think it’s worth
noting as well that different architects come
into the profession through different means. I
wasn’t particularly mathematical at school
but I was encouraged to draw and sketch by

my mother and my father was there
supporting my practical intentions.

WHERE DID YOU STUDY? 
I did my undergraduate at Cambridge and
then took a year out to work in London at 
Tim Ronalds Architects. I then got a
scholarship to study on a years exchange 
at Harvard and came back to Cambridge 
the following year to complete my sixth year. 
I then went back to Tim Ronalds while I
completed as an architect. 
Studying architecture at Cambridge 
was more theoretical and philosophical 
in its teachings. 
Peter Carl, Dalibor Vesly, David Bass and
Carolyn Steel all taught me during my time at
Cambridge. In the third year at Cambridge,
they introduced ‘vertical studios’ in which
second year students were invited to study.
Peter came in and taught a studio at
undergraduate level. That was when the
penny dropped for me. It became
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fundamentally important to me, that sense 
of responsibility and ability to affect big
outcomes trough clever design. I felt a real
sense of honour in the work I was striving
towards and from that moment went from
being a 2:1 student to working to a joint 
First student.
My time in America was important to me.
Cambridge has a very cultural and
intellectual way of looking at architecture. It
is also a European based course, so there
are, many layers, lots of looking back and
being influenced by the past, the history of
buildings, enabling us to move into the future.
America is so new by contrast that you
couldn’t do that in the same way. It created a
new way of thinking in me. It was 1996 when I
was in the USA, I was 24 and in this
completely new environment where you are
no longer contextualized. It’s a new world and
it gave me the opportunity to change the way I
thought. There are also so many great
architectural studios in the states, it was a
game changer for me. As a student there on
a scholarship I recognised both the positive
and negative impact that studying in the US
towards an architecture degree. The cost of
education drives people in different ways. The
positive impact is that it really matters to the
students; so much money is invested and you
can see it drives them. Negatively, if they’re
crippled by the guilt that the money causes, it
can really affect their work and take all the
joy out of it. 

It was the mid 90s when I did my scholarship
and I was lucky enough to be able to swim
around in my education and really experience
the best of it.
After graduating I was invited back to teach at
Cambridge. I stopped teaching after a while
because I felt that I needed to make things in
the real world, in the new world. I felt that, if I
was to teach, I would need to learn and
change first. If not I was just redistributing
my own memories of what I was taught.

HOW DO YOU FEEL THE 
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION SYSTEM 
HAS CHANGED IN RECENT YEARS?  
Architecture has changed so much in the
last 20 years. It is much more fluid now,
more self taught. There is still economy, you
must engage with planners, buyers and
contractors and sometimes I think that the
architectural education doesn’t really set
you up for that. I’m sure there are many
schools that teach the commercial value of
architecture but it is really crucial to know
what’s out there when you begin working.
One thing that is consistent with
architecture is that inevitably you are putting
your drawings up in front of others and
telling a narrative. That doesn’t change. It is
an ancient past and will always exist. 
My main concerns with education are the
students’ abilities to draw. Some are not
able to just pick up a pencil and put pen to
paper, they rely on programs and technology

and I think because of this, a bit of the 
magic is lost. 
As an architect, when you pick up a pencil in
a meeting with those who are not architects,
you look like some kind of magician to your
audience. It’s a real joy to be able to
translate ideas in such an immediate and
freeform way into a narrative that offers
explanation and solutions. 
My mum used to say that Picasso first
learned how to draw before moving into
Cubism, the same applies to architecture.

WHAT KIND OF ARCHITECT DID YOU ASPIRE
TO BE? HAS IT WORKED OUT THAT WAY?
I’m not yet that architect. I think I thought I
would be because I just wanted to make
things, so in a sense I have achieved that
goal. When you learn architecture you are
taught to design libraries, museums and
ethically sound buildings. In reality, the
design of buildings carries a much bigger
responsibility, the scale of it, not just physical
size but the social impact, is huge. You start
to see the world in a different way when you
leave education and start to design in it. 
The practice was set up in 1999 when I was
27. Architects take many different routes in
their careers and I took the slower route,
developing and building my portfolio from
scratch. With the exception of working for
Tim Ronalds, I didn’t intern or work with the
big global practices. I think taking the route I
took allowed me to prove competence and
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integrity with clients.
Without wanting to put too much emphasis
on age, when you hit 40 in the architectural
world, you are no longer considered a young
architect and I was actually relieved to no
longer be in that bracket.  There’s a sense of
proving ones self and you’re categorised by
lists (top 40 Architects under 40). Once you
are established, the work speaks for itself.
In 2008 we were absolutely walloped by the
banking crash but my background at Tim
Ronalds meant we were able to move forward
from it with other types of projects, like that
of theatre and cultural public spaces. We had
to think in different ways and pitch for
different projects to get through. It was and is
incredibly hard work, the documentation and
processes of getting past thresholds. We
started to do it and to begin with got nowhere.
The breakthrough came when we started
using our experience in hospitality and we
won a commission to redesign the foyer areas
of Sadler’ss Wells. This was one of the first
funded Arts Council projects. Sadler’s Wells
wanted to shift the mood of the foyer from
very dry and dull to something that drew in

communities. This project was a catalyst 
for others and from there we got projects
such as York Theatre Royal, the British
Library, York Mansion House and 
St George’s Bradford. 
We’re certainly on our way to becoming 
the kind of architects we aspire to be, 
but we’ve got to keep on working.

WHO ARE YOUR DESIGN/
ARCHITECTURE INSPIRATIONS?
There are so many good architects, it’s hard
to name just a few, so I’ll name a few and tell
you why for each. Herzog & De Meuron for
Swiss house. We went as students and saw
their work and I just think it is incredible how
they have moved on to be a truly
internationally renowned practice but have
maintained their integrity.
Niall McLaughlin, for detail, place and
maturity. His work tells a great story.
Howarth Tompkins for their cultural work and
housing. If we were where they are in 10
years, I would be very happy. 
Then there is our generation and I admire
what they’re up to and try and keep an ear to

the ground. There’s an unspoken sense of
camaraderie. I have to mention Deborah
Saunt here. I think this generation is a 
really interesting group of people to be
working alongside. 

WHAT DOES DE MATOS 
RYAN REPRESENT AS A FIRM?
Day-to-day we are split into three sectors;
art/culture, hospitality and residential
including multi-unit housing. There is
always potential to evolve and develop 
and occasionally we take on school 
projects as well. 
We are focused on working largely with
existing buildings and repurposing them, 
so in that sense, we are defined by these
sectors and working with sensitivity and
understanding of the existing built
environment. Our background has meant
that we’ve worked with the Arts Council and
Heritage funded projects. We have a knack
of understanding their needs and work to
deliver these with integrity. We pride
ourselves on having a strong sense of what
each project needs, this includes making
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changes to help the building become more
self sufficient and what we should do with
the money/budget to best benefit the
project. As an architect you need to be able
to justify the work. In theatre, pre millennial,
you could just drum up a big figure but now
we ask why and justify how it will improve
revenues, health and safety etc…
Characteristically we offer consultations and
study commercial behaviour and
practicalities of buildings. It’s an exciting
way of working. We make goals to create
change through architecture.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
DESIGN COMMISSION TO DATE?
York Theatre Royal. It’s so significant to us
and to York. At 270 years old it combines a
medieval façade as well as Georgian and
Edwardian architecture and the list doesn’t
stop there. Every 5-0-60 years it underwent
changes, which has resulted in a very
architecturally layered building. We were
there to unravel and unpick these layers and
to bring them out in their best way. At just
over three million, it was a small budget.

York is a unique city. It has the feel of a big
village and attracts seven millions visitors a
year, it’s International status is huge. 

WHAT DOES THE FACE OF ARCHITECTURE
LOOK LIKE TO YOU IN 10 YEARS TIME?
Everyone is talking about the rise of robots, so
there is that playing out as a continued theme.
BIM will become mainstream but overall it
won’t remove artistry, you have to leave space
for people to create and innovate.
We live in a technological world, my own
children learn to program at school but there
is always the feeling of a ghost in the machine.
Understanding architecture and how it comes
together is still needed and still important.
I think the gap between levels of architectural
practices is widening. We have these huge
global practises where work is conducted on a
bigger stage and I wonder, is the gap
becoming too big to leap now?
British architecture has a bit of a headache
coming with regards to BREXIT. Will our work
abroad be affected? Will we continue to get as
much work? Having said that, there is always
space for innovation and repurposing. Perhaps

repurposing and working with Heritage
buildings will become an export for the UK 
as we have so much history of it… 

IF YOU HADN’T BECOME AN ARCHITECT
WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING?
It’s hard to answer because the only other
jobs I’ve ever had were on a building site and
in a garage. The building site job was working
on a house during the school holidays. It was
bloody cold but every week I was experiencing
this amazing physical outdoor work, within a
team whose sense of camaraderie was so
strong and at the end of every week I’d get an
envelope stuffed full of £20 notes. I spent all
day making things and contributing to a
project. The physicality of picking up a brick
and putting it in place will never leave me.

www.dematosryan.co.uk 
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